Renovated in 2011, this complex now has new changing rooms, a weight training room and a sport shooting room in the basement. In addition, the badminton arena and two basketball arenas have been refurbished. The plastic flooring allows the badminton arena to occasionally host handball events, while the basketball arenas can also be used for volleyball.

**PRESENTATION:**

**TOTAL SURFACE AREA**

6 553 m²

**DISCIPLINES ACCOMMODATED**

- Badminton
- Basketball
- Volley-ball
- Handball
- Shooting

FACILITIES

> A 1,000m² badminton gym with eight courts (6 doubles courts and 2 singles courts), also suitable for handball (PVC elasto flooring)

> Two basketball gyms, one of which is equipped with a grandstand and parquet flooring (P2 gym, 1,100m²) and the other is also suitable for volleyball (P3 gym, 800m²)

> A 470m² shooting room with 20 targets at 10m

> A 153.56m² basketball weights room

> A 135m² communal weights room

LOCALISATION